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Objective

To set forth observations and suggestions of faculty in the Rensselaer School of
Management at an early stage in the annual performance planning process.

Overview

Rensselaer is in the midst of four highly advertised thrusts: a major commitment
of resources to biotechnology, a well-developed program in nano-technology, a less-
focused effort in information technology, and a very large building program in support of
the arts.  Work in these areas is unstinting, even in the face of an uncertain investment
market.  Indeed, the September 19, 2003 report to the Board of Trustees Finance
Committee concluded that:

“FY03 Financial Activity is indicative of Rensselaer
Plan momentum despite current economic conditions.”

It is a problem that the concentration of resources in the Rensselaer Plan thrust areas
appears to be omitting or threatening resources needed for faculty to carry on a
Rensselaer program in a manner and at a standard to which they have been accustomed.

Beyond this, there have been many staff additions to the administrative branches
at Rensselaer, and a general expansion of the roles of these branches vis-à-vis line
administration within the Schools.  This has led to confusing and sometimes impractical
implementations of elements of the Rensselaer plan, compromising faculty, departmental
and school efficiencies.

In this context, faculty input reflects the following:

a) Many faculty sense little involvement with the Rensselaer Plan, except for
unpredictable and constraining diversions of their professional practice resources.

b) There appears to be little or no budget flexibility at the Department and School
levels.  While substantial resource growth may be cited, it seems generally
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devoted to new staffing and related facilities in the thrust areas.  As far as
mainstream Rensselaer activity is concerned, budgets are cited as “flat”, at best.
Last year’s Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee published Remarks
on Rensselaer Performance Planning, addressing this dilemma, with emphasis on
faculty inability to react to and take advantage of work-a-day opportunities.

c) Finally, there is a widespread concern amongst faculty that the current diversion
of resources to the thrust areas threatens the survival of Rensselaer’s foundations
in such areas as undergraduate education, and graduate program advising and
administration.

School of Management Faculty Input

The Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee received a number of
comments and questions from faculty regarding the School of Management, in response
to the solicitation from Cheryl Geisler, president of the Faculty Senate.  These inputs
have been consolidated and summarized below.

1) Recent press releases have noted that the Lally School is recruiting “tech-savvy
entrepreneurial students” and “going beyond teaching the basic business building
blocks”.  Does the performance plan pay appropriate attention to the fundamental
strengths of our core program?  Is our focus taking us away from giving students
the fundamental knowledge in disciplines, and toward techniques of innovation
and entrepreneurship, with only a superficial understanding of the fields they are
trying to innovate?

2) Why do our present students come to the Lally School, and what are their desires?
Where do they go afterward?  Are we assessing this in our planning?

3) Is the ranking of the School of Management heading up or down over time?  All
of the planning efforts, research initiatives, school marketing programs, new hires,
PR initiatives and outreach programs have happened largely because of the
ratings.  The ratings issue is the elephant in the living room.  It’s an issue the
whole institute has to face directly.

4) It is understood that there is an objective of building up entering MBA enrollment
from about 28 to 50.  How will these students be paid for (self-support, tuition
assistance, RA, TA, fellowships, etc.)?

5) What planning is being done to facilitate development of junior faculty?

6) What planning is being done to enhance resource development and outside giving
in general?

7) Are we planning significant interactions with the other Schools within
Rensselaer?
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8) There has been much skepticism about our ability to improve the Hartford
program so that it will attract top-of-the-line management enrollees (as opposed to
self-nominated, commodity students).  How are we planning to do this?

Remarks from the Dean of Management

Dean Simon addressed the School of Management Faculty Early Input Forum on
Wednesday, September 24, providing a presentation quite consistent with the guidelines
given by the Faculty Senate Planning & Resources Committee.  A copy of his
presentation slides is attached to this report.  The Dean summarized a number of current
efforts and objectives, including a comprehensive turnaround plan now in full
implementation stage (student recruitment, marketing and corporate ties, curriculum
revision, and placement strategy) and a renewed research emphasis among faculty.

Regarding FY05 planning, Dean Simon noted the following priorities:

• a systematic review of all chaired professorships;
• hiring of a tenure-tack faculty member in accounting;
• hiring a senior faculty member in global management of technology;
• building an atrium in the rear of the Lally School;
• implementation of new MBA curriculum;
• forming a consortium with top technology MBA schools;
• developing a “gathering space” for students;
• developing a clearing house for technology business cases;
• formulating and implementing phase II of the strategic marketing plan;
• developing an international trip for MBA students;
• hiring a grants consultant;
• holding a Lally School retreat;
• establishing a Lally School seminar series.

Dean Simon addressed a number of the comments and questions received by the
Faculty Senate Planning & Resources Committee.  He noted that the entrepreneurship
program was not ranked nationally because of its limited size.  While a new MBA
program is being implemented in 2004, Rensselaer’s management program does not
currently have strong recognition.  In particular it is missing business fundamentals.  A
key problem is convincing prospective students that a two-year MBA is worth $56,000.
Only limited financial assistance is available, and increasing research funding will not be
easy because there are not a lot of sources.

The Dean feels that strategic alliances will bolster the Lally program if they
involve quality programs and provide breadth for our program.
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In any case, Dean Simon noted that President Jackson’s priorities are, in order,
recognition and funding.  The academic areas to be emphasized are entrepreneurship,
management of technology, and management of information systems.
Emerging Criteria for Performance Plan Evaluation from School Of Management

In this context, the following criteria are set forth for continuing School of
Management performance plan evaluation.

1. How does this performance plan enhance the participation of faculty in the
planning process, particularly in such areas as faculty hiring and curriculum
innovation?

2. How does this performance plan provide some measure of flexibility to take
advantage of unanticipated opportunities?

3. How does this plan assure adequate resources for maintenance and
development of educational offerings in the fundamental disciplines of
management and business?

4. How does this plan respond to the actual needs and ambitions of our students?

5. How does this performance plan address the development of increased
numbers of MBA students, in particular regarding costs and sources of
support?

6. How does this performance plan address the ranking of the School of
Management?

7. How does this performance plan address the needs of junior faculty?

8. How does this performance plan involve significant interactions with other
Schools at Rensselaer?

9. How will this performance plan realistically address the improvement of the
Hartford program?

The Faculty Senate Planning and Resources Committee expects to see
consideration of the above concerns in the development of the School of Management
Performance Plan for this year.  The Committee expects continuing dialog on these
matters, and hopes that this report can be a reference for such discussions.

It is particularly important that a reasonable balance be created between a) the use
of resources for the Rensselaer thrust areas, and b) the requirements for maintaining a
strong central program.
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l Renewed Biotech & Entrepreneurship Seminar series plus
launched new course with biomedical engineering on biotech
industry

l Created new links with Nanotech Center (Linton and Peters)
l Enhanced first year experience for UGs plus improved

orientation for MBAs
l Comprehensive turnaround plan now in full implementation

stage, esp. re: MBA program
– Recruitment action-plan in place targeting 50,000+ high potential

applicants in key US & foreign locations—leverage RPI Enrollment
success

– Complete makeover of website and all promotional materials just
completed, focus on —”advancing business through innovation”

– Radical revision of MBA curriculum into four 2 semester “strategic”
courses + upgraded “fundamentals” offerings‡business implications of
emerging technologies, new business models & sources of value creation,
etc.

– Enhanced placement strategy plus renewed corporate ties
--Distinguished speaker series       --Corporate Advisory Committee
--Upgraded external communications—eNewsletter + Lally Newsletter

Moving Lally School Forward: FY04 Achievements
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l Research emphasis renewed among faculty—role of new
faculty

– Radical innovation project, Phase II    --MIS project cycles
l New messaging being developed to expand size and quality of

UG applicant pool in management
l Hired two assistant profs in Operations Mgt area + one Assoc

Prof in entrepreneurship and am actively seeking two chaired
professorships plus Associate Dean and Vice-Provost for
Entrepreneurship:  goal is to add to senior contingency to lead
school

l Reduced # of adjuncts and adjusted teaching loads per
contracts

l Held international conference on S&T in China (Sept 2003)
l Carried out several staff changes as result of organizational

restructuring plan

FY04 Achievements (continued)
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Early Thoughts on FY05 Lally Performance Plan

I.  Institute Highest Priorities
l Conduct Systematic Review of All Chaired Professorships

– Establish “baseline” for chair holders in terms of expectations for
continuous performance

– Indicate level of expectations to all faculty to upgrade overall school
performance in research and service

l Hire tenure-track faculty member in Accounting
– Replacement for departure of Kathy Sylvester
– Need to meet basic UG and MBA curriculum reqts

l Proceed with Senior Faculty Hire:  Global Mgt of Technology
– Part of Dean’s strategic vision for school
– Enhance senior faculty leadership contingency

l Build-out Atrium in Rear of Lally School
– Create financially reasonable response to Lally space crunch
– Atrium would provide approx 14 offices and one seminar room
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FY05 (continued)

l Implementation of New MBA Curriculum for Fall 2004
– Secure funding to support complete re-writing of core curriculum

and all electives during summer 2004 (after June 30, 2003)
– Secure funding for purchase of new teaching materials, media,

etc. to support new curriculum

l Form Strategic Alliance Consortium with 4-5 Top “Techno-
MBA” Schools from Around the World—Lally Will Take
Leadership Role

– Seek out a series of collaborative relationships with top business
schools covering education (residential and distance), research,
internships, etc.

– Provide underpinning for internationalization of Lally curriculum
at all levels

– Set in place structure for pursuing domestic alliance consortium
in future
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FY05 (continued)
l Identify and Develop New “Gathering Space” for Lally MBA

Students
– Provide a “permanent” space for MBA students to interact and forge

long-term relationships
– Designed to build up people networks as well as strengthen school

spirit

l Develop Lally School as Possible Case Clearinghouse for
Technology Business Cases

– Establish Lally as thought leader for b-school cases on mgt of
technology topics

– Leverage domestic and international relationships to create source of
supply

l Formulate and Implement Phase II of Lally Strategic
Marketing Plan

– Collaborate with Institutional Advancement and Enrollment to put in
place next phase of Lally School MBA recruitment strategy and Lally
“brand building” effort

– Place advertisements and strategically use assorted media to build
brand
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FY05 (continued)

l International Trip for MBA Students
– Create option for MBA students for summer industrial visit trip to Asia or

Europe:  excellent fund-raising possibility
– Help to solidify Lally commitment to a global perspective

l Hire Grants Consultant in Lally to Work with Faculty
– Bring on a p/t consultant to work with Lally faculty on grantsmanship
– Goal is to coach faculty on how to attack grants opportunities in

government and foundations
– Cooperate with Art Sanderson’s office to identify appropriate person

l Hold Second Major Lally School Retreat
– Bring faculty and staff together to assess initial two years of progress
– Continue to build greater sense of community
– Assess progress and issues re: MBA recruitment

l Establish Lally School (Troy and Hartford) Seminar Series
– Forge greater sense of ties between Hartford and Troy Dept of Lally

School
– Identify some common areas of research interest to use as foundation

for expanding relationships


